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Farmers’ Protest Amidst the Pandemic With Analysis of the 
Recently Introduced Farm Laws 

                                                             By: Nishi Chaudhary 
 
 
 
Who is a farmer:- A farmer is a person who grows crops in their fields and 

provides it to all the people that’s why we call them ‘Ann Data’ who sacrifice 

their comfort and  food materials to all the citizens of the country. 

 

Role of Farmer:- A farmer plays a major role in the development of the country 

nation and the growth of society, all the food industries are depending upon the 

agriculture sector, the role of farmer is the utmost important in the development 

of the country and the welfare of the nation. 

 

Conditions of Farmer:- the condition of farmers is critical in India the farmer 

did not get their price of the commodity at the prescribed time they don’t get the 

actual output what they deserve for their commodity this is the major issue for 

the condition of the farmers in India. 

 

Political Party influence farmer :- Many political party member influence 

farmers for their political welfare because they thinks only their own welfare not 

the country as well as farmers welfare Now a days we see the J& Kashmir 

Mehbooba mufti govt. and Farooq Abdullah they acquire huge acres of farmers 

land for their own benefit So, these types of political leader is the biggest example 

of the country terrorism and violation of country peace and development different 

leader gives their different view but nobody for the farmers welfare if the govt. 

plans or do something or make amendments the other leader of the political party 

member influences them it is the major drawback. 
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Delay in decision- making:- Due to paperwork and lots of discussion while 

making new laws, act and amendment it will take time and due to this it causes 

delay in decision making.  

 

Covid-19 strike in Delhi border:- Due to wrong rumor and influence the farmers 

by the political party farmer does not get the bill information  which is passed by 

the BJP govt. and majority of farmer does not read the bill what is actually written 

on it, It believe it is wrong and against their farming Due to this pandemic 

situation of Covid many of farmer sit together without putting the mass and 33 

farmers died due to the winter and many of farmer is still there, the farmer 

‘MOVEMENT’ very peacefully without damaging and affect the govt. property 

due to influence and does not get the exact information this is the only reason 

which political party influences them. 

 

What are the Laws:- MSP 

● Contract farming 

● Parlay burning 

● Subsidy on electricity 

Now we understand these above points: 

● MSP:  MSP stands for Minimum support price in which the government 

takes the farmer crops at the given price which is declared by the 

government. but the middle man does not give the actual price of the 

commodity to the farmers and that’s why farmers want to sell their price at 

the cheap price. 
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● CONTRACT FARMING:- contract farming is an agreement or we can say 

contract between the buyer and the seller due to reduce middle man risk 

and protect the farmers right. 

 

● PARALI BURNING:- The burning of parali is the major issue to the 

farmer, farmers raise their voice against it farmers say he has given the 

choices by the govt. rather burning of parali as well as the decompose the 

Parali. 

 

● SUBSIDY ON ELECTRICITY:- Govt. gives subsidy on electricity to the 

farmers and after some times the govt. rejected the subsidy the farmer 

protested. 

 
Benefits of these Laws:- These above laws provide relief and given benefits to 

the farmers is the straight forward person and is not aware of the bills and it is the 

only reason in which the farmer influences it. Some political parties do not want 

these laws to come for the growth and development of the nation. 

 

How the government protects it:- The govt. takes all the steps for the welfare 

of the farmers and takes the steps which farmers influence them. Govt. since the 

first day of the farmers movement the govt communicate the farmers and provide 

them belief to the farmer that govt with the farmer. 

 

Role of Media:- The role of media is the utmost important for the spreading of 

awareness as well as connecting the citizens for the reality which is going on. 

Since the first day farmers movement the media play their major role between the 

government and farmers. It communicates the information between them through 

the role of the media. We generally, local citizens and all the country members 

connect through the role of the media.  
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News reporter incidence:- The recent incidence of the female reporter as well 

as Male reporter is very critical at this time, some people in the form of farmers 

role misbehaves the news reporter like Mostly female reporters. This type of 

people at the forms of farmers is punishable for their act for not only influencing 

as well as the forms of farmer. 

 

Shri Narendra Modi ji Says:- Our Hon’ble Prime minister shri Narendra Modi 

ji says that these bills are in favor of farmers and due to the influence of political 

parties many farmers affecting it and some farmers even can't read the bills which 

are written over it. 

 

Conclusion:- Agriculture sector has played a major role in the growth of the 

nation since ancient times. Moreover till now the conditions of farmers is not 

good due to loan, mortgage of property etc. Many farmers suicide everyday 

thinking of no reprieve or any option rather than to do suicide. For providing 

relief to the middle man now the Prime Minister of India, Mr. Narendra Modi has 

passed the bill and it is actually beneficial to the farmers welfare but due to 

political influence and creating mess with the government they can’t support that 

these bills come. A farmer has much contribution in the development of the 

country and as well as the growth of society. All the food industries were 

depending upon the agriculture sector, the role of farmers is the utmost important 

in the development of the country and the welfare of the nation. The condition of 

farmers is critical in India. The farmer did not get their price of the commodity, 

in addition at the prescribed time they don’t get the actual output which they 

actually deserve for their commodity this is the major issue for the condition of 

the farmers in India. 

 
_____________________________________________ 
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This case study is for information purpose only. Nothing contained herein shall be deemed or 

interpreted as providing legal or investment advice. 


